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NI Cyber Security Centre’s role



Strategic objective

“We aim to make Northern Ireland 
cyber safe, secure and resilient for 
its citizens and businesses”



NICSC Principles

• Cyber Advocacy
The NICSC will be an authoritative and credible voice for the need for good cyber security in Northern Ireland. 

• Trusted source of advice and guidance
To become the a single source of related cyber safety, security and resilience advice and guidance for Northern 
Ireland citizens, families, organisations.

• Cyber Health promotion role
Provide support and constructive challenge NI Public, Private and 3rd Sectors in the level of cyber safety, security 
and resilience to improve the overall cyber health of the region.

• Facilitator not provider role
The NICSC will help stimulate and promote take up of good cyber activities across Northern Ireland sectors and 
with the citizen but conscious not to become part of the delivery dependency ensuring that Northern Ireland 
ecosystems are self sustaining in maintaining good cyber health.



NI Cyber Health

Burning question – How cyber secure is Northern Ireland from an attack?

Are we cyber healthy?

Challenge
How to measure cyber health of the province?

Solution:-
• Define Northern Ireland scope
• Define a minimum level of good cyber safety & security
• Define expectations of resilience and recovery

Baseline:-
Measure current levels of cyber health – the level of knowledge, protective actions and levels of preparedness.

Plan to improve.
Understand the support/ interventions/ programs needed to achieve good cyber health.



NI Cyber Security Defined

• Northern Ireland - defined by its citizens, businesses and economy.

• Cyber Safety – having knowledge of the cyber threat landscape and how it applies to 
your sector, organisation, area.

• Cyber Security is the ability to apply good practice to protect against the cyber threat

• Cyber Resilience the ability to quickly recover from a cyber attack.



Northern Ireland Demography

1,800,000 People 1,470,000 
16-64yrs

330,000 <16yrs
• 183,000 primary
• 142,000 post primary
• 5,000 special

845,000 working
In 
80,000 businesses

21,000
unemployed

300,000
64+

301,000
Economically 
Inactive

Economically Inactive – looking after a home or retired<64+

Business/Organisational 
Campaigns

• 90% - 10 employees or less
• 600 Organisation 250+
• < 100 in CNI sectors

Societal/Citizen 
Campaigns



Northern Ireland Risk Balance

ESSENTIAL SUPPLY – SUPPLY 
CHAIN

PUBLIC SAFETY

ESSENTIAL SUPPLY - UTILITY

TRANSPORT

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Critical Sectors

HEALTH

GOVERNMENT

District Councils

Health Trusts

Low Risk/Impact areasHigh Risk/Impact areas



NI Cyber Health – Messages



Board level responsibilities



What is Cyber Security?
• Cyber - anything relating to computers
• Security - being free from danger or threat

Cyber Security – anything relating to computers being free from danger or 
threat.

• Threat - a person or thing likely to cause damage or danger
• Vulnerability – exposure to a threat.
• Risk – Likelihood a vulnerability will be exploited causing loss or damage



What is Cyber Security?

Cyber Security = Risk management

Cyber risk management definition:
managing the vulnerability of an organisation’s computers and 
computer systems to cyber threats to reduce the likelihood or impact 
to the organisation’s ability to operate and function.



Board Level Responsibilities



8. Embedding cyber security into your structure and objectives

Integrate cyber security into your organisation’s objectives and risk s
Cyber security impacts on every a spe c t  of your organisation. Therefore to  
ma na ge  it properly it must  be integrated into organisational risk  
manageme nt and decision making.

Reflect  this in your structure
Cyber security i s  the responsibility of the entire Board

Engage with your experts
Consider the communication between experts and me mbe rs

Embed Cyber Security into Organisation

Getting the Environment Right



Board Awareness

Baseline your current skills
The Board should have a n understanding of what cyber  
expertise there i s  in the organisation and what you need.  Do 
you have a  C I SO ? An information security te a m? Incident  
ma na ge rs? If not, should you?

12. Growing cyber security expertise

Grow Cyber Security Expertise

Getting the Environment Right



Board Awareness

17. Developing a positive cyber security culture

Lead  by example
You se t  the tone when it c o me s  to cyber security. L e a d by example and champion cyber security  
within your organisation.

If policies don’t work for you a s  a  Board member (that i s ,  if you f ind yourself  doing something  
different to get your job done more easily), then there i s  a  good c ha nc e  they aren’t working for  
others either. If it se e ms that the policy i s  having a  detrimental effect on the organisation, work  
with policy ma ke rs  to adapt it.

Culture ta ke s  time and concerted effort to evolve. Don’t a ssume  that be c a use  the Board ha s   
endorsed a  security posture that it will automatically c a sc a de  down throughout the organisation.

Develop Positive Cyber Security Culture

Getting the Environment Right



Board Awareness

22. Establishing your baseline and identifying what you care about  most

Boards should understand what is most important to make the business work and reach its goals

Boards should consider what i s  o f  mo st  value to the organisation. The ‘crown jewels’

It i s  critical that this i s  a n active and ongoing disc uss io n between B o a rds  and their experts:
• communicated the business goals and crown jewels to the technical te a ms so  that they c a n 

prioritise protecting the se .
• B o a rds  will have bus ine ss  insight that technical te a ms may not have (suc h a s  which particular  

partner relationship must  be to be prioritised)
• technical te a ms will have insight into the enablers for key objectives (suc h a s  which networks  

or syste ms do particular partners rely upon)

Establish your baseline – what’s important

Get Information to Inform Risk Decisions



Board Awareness

27. Understanding the Cyber Security Threat

Get a n  understanding of the threat.

Collaborate on security.

A s s e s s  the threat.

Working with suppliers and partners.

Understand the threat

Get Information to Inform Risk Decisions



Board Awareness

32. Risk management for cyber security

Integrate cyber security into organisational risk management processes
Dealing with cyber security risk a s  a  standalone topic (or considering it simply in terms of ‘IT  
risk’) will ma ke  it hard for you to recognise the wider implications of those cyber security r i sks .

Don’t make reducing risk levels the measure of success
It c a n be diff icult to me a sure  the suc c e ss  of your organisation’s cyber security efforts.  A typical  
output of good cyber security i s  the a bse nc e  of a failure, which c a n be hard to me a sure o r It is 
common for risk assessments to deliver some kind of assessment level, be that high medium low, or a number, 
and so it could be tempting to use this as a performance metric for your cyber security efforts. 

Manage the Cyber Security Risk

Evaluate and Prioritise Risk



Board Awareness

Get a  little bit technical
Having a  ba s ic  understanding of cyber security c a n help you  
to a sk  the right questions to se e k a ssura nc e  about your
organisation’s cyber resilience -just a s  you would need to have a   
certain level of understanding of f inance to a s s e s s  the f inancial  
health of your organisation.

Implement Effective Cyber Security Measures

Take Steps to Manage Risks



Board Awareness

Build cyber security into every decision
Cyber security risk should be a  key consideration in any decision on new  
relationships or collaborations. This includes de c is io ns  on suppliers,  
providers, mergers, acquisitions and partners.

Ensure:
1. That this a c c e ss  doesn’t provide a  route for a n attacker to gain a c c e ss   

to your organisation, either through deliberate action or unintentional  
c o nse que nce .

2. That any partner or supplier i s  handling any sensitive data appropriately  
and securely.

3. That any product or service you buy ha s  the appropriate security built in.

44. Collaborating with suppliers and partners

Collaborate with Suppliers and Partners

Take Steps to Manage Risks



Board Awareness

49. Planning your response to cyber attacks

Ensure you have a plan

Understand your role in incident management

Get involved in exerc ises

Drive a  ‘no blame’ culture

Plan Your Response to Cyber Attacks

Take Steps to Manage Risks



Current Cyber Threat Landscape



Threat landscape

Global Landscape

• Integrated Review – launched 16th March 



Threat landscape

UK Level Landscape

• CNI Sectors including Government
• Heightened activity seen recently

• Government
• Education

• Cabinet Office/NCSC/MHCLG



Threat landscape

NI Level Landscape

• CNI Sectors including Government
• Heightened activity seen recently

• Government
• Education

• Cabinet Office/NCSC/MHCLG



Top Cyber threats

• Many of the top attacks can be 
prevented with good education and 
cyber hygiene practices.

• Education for end users and at risk 
personnel

• Strong password and 2FA policy
• Timely patching and updates
• AV and/or end point security
• Secure configuration



Top Cyber threats – Social Engineering

The use of deception to manipulate individuals into divulging confidential or 
personal information that may be used for fraudulent or malicious intent.



Top Cyber threats – Social Engineering

SmishingVishingPhishing

URGENT: Your 
account is 
blocked; call us 
on 0330 456 9854 
to unblock it or 
click on the 
link to 
continue. 

www.smishing.com

http://www.smishing.com/


Top Cyber threats – Invoice Re-direction/Mandate Fraud

Your Supplier Criminal

You



Lost during H1 
2020 to Invoice 

Re-Direction 
Scams

£45.6
million

Top Cyber threats – Invoice Re-direction/Mandate Fraud



How attacks happen



Why do Cyber Security?



Threats – Who (know your enemy)

Hacktivists

EmployeesNations Cyber Criminals

Hackers Suppliers



How cyber attacks work?

Cyber Kill Chain

7 Stages of a cyber attack



Board Awareness

How cyber attacks work?

NCSC distil these down into 4 stages:
• Survey - investigating and analysing available information about the target in 

order to identify  potential vulnerabilities.
• Delivery - getting to the point in a system where you have an initial foothold in 

the system.

• Breach - exploiting the vulnerability(ies) to gain some form of unauthorised
access.  

• Affect - carrying out activities within a system that achieve the attacker’s goal.





Vulnerability – exposure to threats



Vulnerability – exposure to threats



Cyber Assurance



How cyber secure and resilient is NI

How do we measure cyber security?



Minimum standard for NI?

• How do you get assurance of you organisational cyber resilience?
• Does it test your people and processes or just technology?

Compliance of standards are a visible demonstration of assurance and good practice



What expectations of resilience and 
recovery?



Cyber Resilience

• Different than DR or Redundancy
• Think about treating an infection
• Can you:-

• detect and isolate
• Investigate, remediate and 
• Safely recover



Cyber attack and recovery



Resilience and Recovery



Resilience and Recovery

Who sets the levels?



Cyber Resilience – through testing
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Transport Electric & Gas suppliers Finance Emergency Services - Health

Telecoms Oil Storage Water Education

66% public sector

34% private sector

Good cross sector representation



Current baselines

• Most organisations have BCP
• 60% have some cyber element
• 40% have a CIRP



And Finally …
Things to consider…



Takeaways – Have a healthy dose of scepticism

1. Do you know your priority business functions and do your technical teams?

2. Do you know how long these can be out of action before it becomes critical?

3. Do you know the people, processes and IT applications that underpin these?

4. Do you have a level of assurance that these services are protected, trust but verify?

5. Have you a cyber incident plan and tested it?

6. Have you good board level representation and communication with the technical teams?

7. Do you know your critical suppliers (internal as well as external)? 

8. Have you tested or validated how they might impact on your security?

9. How are you protecting access to your critical systems?, invest in MFA.

10.Understand your enemy. – do you understand your threat landscape?



Ask from NICSC

1. Be demonstrable in your level of security – independent verification to a recognise standard

2. Know you are prepared – develop a CIRP and test it.

3. Recover – plan your recovery from worst case.

4. Engage with us to develop these



Website www.nicybersecruitycentre.gov.uk
Contact info@nicybersecuritycentre.gov.uk
Follow us Twitter @NIcyberSC

#CyberSecureNI
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